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MindGenius Serial Key Business is a comprehensive project management tool that is suitable for both individual users and small and medium-sized business owners. The application enables you to create original mind maps, organize projects, brainstorm ideas, create presentations and manage tasks and projects. Create detailed mind maps The application enables
you to create original maps, but also offers numerous templates, organized in relevant categories, that are best suited for certain tasks. You can modify the map layout to better display the necessary information, and there are multiple layouts to choose from: diagram, output or input tree, outline, affinity, organogram and funnel. You can expand and contract
various branches and assign multiple types of information to each of them. The program allows you to insert notes, attach files, add hyperlinks, images or even link a branch to another map. MindGenius Business includes a built-in map explorer, that you can use to view the project in an expandable tree view that allows you to quickly navigate between various
map levels. Assign tasks and resources to various branches Various tasks can be assigned to particular branches, to help you manage activities that need to be performed, and every branch can be allocated certain resources. You can specify a task's start and due dates, priority, status, duration and cost. The information can be viewed as a resource map, that offers a
detailed representation of the tasks and resources assigned to various branches. Create presentations MindGenius Business allows you to design interactive presentations that are automatically updated when data in the associated map is modified. You can play the resulting file within the program and it offers an interesting feature that allows you to edit sections
from your map while a presentation is taking place. The created presentation can also be exported to PDF or PPT, so that it can be viewed in Microsoft Powerpoint. Overall, MindGenius Business is a comprehensive and intuitive application aimed at business owners who want to increase their company's productivity by creating mind maps, organizing projects
and sharing information efficiently. MindGenius Price: $29.99 / Month; $299.99 / Year; $149.99 / 2 Years; $849.98 / 5 Years Download MindGenius Business and Experience an Art of Mind Mapping at it's Best! 60. MindMup Pro MindMup is a fast and easy task management application that enables you to create mind maps, visualize tasks and collaborate with
other users. MindMup provides a number of useful
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The most unique macro recorder available today that enables you to store over 50 sequences of keystrokes as easy to use macros that you can run in just a few clicks. You can use this unique feature to create automated workflows and repeat common activities and tasks. KEYMACRO gives you... -Macros in context. Choose the process and press the Macro record
button. The context menus offer the perfect place to start recording from. -Undo: You can quickly undo your actions and create a 100% safe backup of your scripts. -Record, share, send, run, or email. Keymacro makes it easy to save your macros in memory, to share them online or to open a web browser or email window and run them. -Reusable. You can run
scripts as often as you like, as often as the memory allows. Each macro has a memory capacity, so it’s never a waste of time. -Easy to use. The main macro window offers you easy to use shortcuts and the process context menus that allow you to start recording in no time. WHAT'S NEW Version 1.2.2: -Fixed occasional issue where Apple menu, command, and
option keys would not work after being used for a long time -Resolved issue where a script was not run when all options were cancelled -Fixed issue where option keys would not be added to the Run macro and Run all macros menu items -Reverted some bugs related to Save button -Other minor bug fixes REQUIREMENTS Mac OS 10.7.3 or later. MacOSX
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MindGenius Business is a tool that's both easy to use and powerful enough for businesses to significantly improve their productivity and coordination. Create detailed mind maps, brainstorm ideas, create presentations, manage tasks and projects, even collaborate with others and plan projects, with MindGenius Business. Create detailed mind maps In MindGenius
Business, you can create a detailed mind map, with any combination of categories and branches, with multiple layers, unlimited data per branch, so that you can view them in a tree view or in an outline, that you can edit and customize. You can add notes, attach files, hyperlink any part of the map, assign tasks, upload a file, specify a due date, duration and cost,
and show a resource map that can be viewed from a side panel, to help you plan projects and manage tasks. Use any categories and branches to create mind maps Make an effort to integrate the most appropriate categories into your mind maps, and you'll be able to create a map with very different levels of information. As an example, a Sales Map can have very
detailed information about a particular product or feature, and it can also have a summary about the account balances, or a list of sales associates. Then you can create a Project Map, with the most important elements and phases of a project, and a Resource Map that can contain all resources, their costs, types, skills, etc. Assign tasks and resources to various
branches You can assign tasks and resources to different branches, to help you manage activities that need to be performed, and every branch can be allocated specific resources. Some activities can be assigned a task ID, to make them more visible when viewing the project, and you can modify them when they are assigned to different branches. The information
can be viewed as a resource map, that offers a detailed representation of the tasks and resources assigned to various branches. Create presentations MindGenius Business lets you design interactive presentations that are automatically updated when data in the associated map is modified. You can view the resulting file within the program and it offers an interesting
feature that allows you to edit sections from your map while a presentation is taking place. The presentation can also be exported to PDF or PPT, so that it can be viewed in Microsoft Powerpoint. Overview of features In MindGenius Business you can: * create maps in any category and with any combination of branches; * create projects, including tasks,
resources and milestones; * assign tasks

What's New In MindGenius?
MindGenius Business is an award-winning mind mapping tool with a list of unique features that enable you to easily create, manage and share mind maps in an organized manner. Whether you are a business owner or a manager, you can benefit from this app by organizing your projects, brainstorming, and sharing ideas with colleagues and customers. MindGenius
is an easy-to-use application, with various predefined templates that enable you to easily create rich, detailed mind maps that can be easily shared on the Web. The program is intuitive, simple and clear, and it is suitable for both beginners and advanced users. MindGenius Business is a mind mapping and resource planning application with a list of unique features
that allow you to easily create, manage and share mind maps. Whether you are a business owner or a manager, you can benefit from this app by organizing your projects, brainstorming, and sharing ideas with colleagues and customers. The MindGenius application is easy to use, with various predefined templates that allow you to easily create rich, detailed mind
maps that can be easily shared on the Web. The program is intuitive, simple and clear, and it is suitable for both beginners and advanced users. Unique features of MindGenius: - Easy navigation: The application's user interface is extremely simple and well organized, and it allows you to easily navigate between various map levels. - Unlimited number of users:
You can invite additional colleagues to collaborate on your projects, manage tasks and resources assigned to various branches, and create mind maps with others. - Easy sharing: You can publish your maps online for free, so that they can be easily shared with colleagues and customers. - Powerful project management: The application offers extensive features for
project management. It allows you to assign tasks to particular branches, so that you can keep track of the progress. You can also record the status of each project, monitor your project's budget, and share project information with other users. - Connectivity: You can add links to various Internet services, and MindGenius is able to automatically import information
from web pages and RSS feeds. A. Today, we all face many similar challenges. I.M.F. Chairman Dominique Strauss-Kahn, the IMF. A. And we all know what we have to do. II.M.F. But we have to do something that no one wants to do. A. The world is struggling and we can not afford any more. III.M.F. Are we going to finance the future of the world? A. Are we
going to be able to pay for it? IV.M.F. After what has happened in the past five years, there are many who think that they have no way out. A. Many believe that we have reached the end of the road. V.M.F. If we don&
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System Requirements:
Operating Systems: Windows 7 64-bit / Windows 8 64-bit Processor: Dual Core 2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo/AMD Athlon(tm) II Dual Core Processor or equivalent RAM: 1 GB Video: Nvidia Geforce GTS 450, Radeon HD 2400 Pro Hard Disk Space: 2 GB available space Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 compatible sound card Network: Broadband internet connection
Minimum System Requirements: Operating Systems: Windows 7 64-bit Processor:
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